
Withdrawal Mann - finally breaking free 

 

the unvarnished truth is still the truth even if no one believes it; a lie is still a lie even if everyone believes it  

 

Please consider and answer: yes / no to each question (as at 17th December 2021) 

1. The vaccine was not invented for the virus - the virus was invented for the toxic, untested, gene jab 

2. Does the digital SARS-CoV-2 ‘virus’, constructed as a computer model, have any scientific proof at all? 

3. Manx DHSC FoI reply reference 1646813, on 18th February 2021, returned SARS-CoV-2 virus not found 

4. Christine Massey cites that 141 health boards in 25 countries’ FoI replies found: ‘no virus’ anywhere 

5. Did Stefan Lanka win the landmark ‘no measles’ 1st December 2016 case in Karlsruhe Supreme Court? 

6. The media is the virus - on a ten year UK average, 2020 was in reality not an excess mortality year 

7. The jabbed have been had; all have fraud claims, as do all those jailed, locked down and force masked 

8. We have a duty of care as teachers and medics so I will read the 97 page document of mask harms 

9. Does 'my body my rights' only apply to people undergoing termination of a nine month process? 

10. Those who die within 14 days of receiving the jab(s) are put down fraudulently as ‘unvaccinated’ 

11. Those dying of any cause within 28 days of a covid test died 'from covid’ fraudulently with no autopsy 

12. The Isle of Man uses PCR as a 45 cycle ‘test’; your sample doubled 45 times = 35,184,372,088,832 bits  

13. Portuguese, German, Austrian & Hague Courts have all ruled against the PCR ‘test’; it’s a fake ‘non test’ 

14. US ventilator hospital deaths are worth $39k, each ‘covid’ death nets $13k, but ‘death’ only pays $4k 

15. Lockdowns and circuit breakers are tyranny when the unhealthy impose it on fit and healthy people 

16. 6 people suicided on the Isle of Man in 2019 but in 2020 that figure tragically was 22 people 

17. Strokes suffered by Manx people have mysteriously doubled in the last nine months… post Manx jab 

18. Future public health will exist to make people well: encouraging exercise and clean food, air, water 

19. Nuremberg Trial 2.0 has started in Poland, many legal case are following (as before, it took two years) 

20. Some paedo’s get soft sentencing on the Isle of Man, having hidden oaths, being 'taught to be cautious' 

21. Has any legaler asked ‘Show Us The Virus’. (Spoiler alert.: Yes, in soon to be free South Africa) 

 


